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Teacher Website 
 

 
 

 

 

 

www.bit.ly/sd36weebly 

Welcome 
mi čxʷkʷətxʷiləm - (meach-quat-wheelum) 

This means “welcome” or “come in" in the Halq'eméylem language. 
 

Welcome! The purpose of this website is to help teachers in Surrey School District embed First 
Peoples content and perspectives into the curriculum. It includes some links, lesson plans and 
information about authentic First Peoples resources. 

Quick reference guide:  

Home:  
• Workshop and Community Events for the current school year (updated regularly) 

Introduction: 
• First Steps 
• Terms of Reference 
• First Peoples Principles or Learning 
• Aboriginal Worldviews and Perspectives – Moving Forward 
• Authentic Aboriginal Resources (District – Aboriginal Resource Centre & FNESC guide) 
• Continuing the Learning Journey – Ministry of Education Professional Learning Series for 

First Peoples curriculum  
For Teachers: 

• Primary, Intermediate and Secondary core subject lessons, links and resources 
Non-Grade Specific 

• Aboriginal Resource Centre 
• Articles: Magazines and Newsletter highlights 
• Vendor & suppliers list  
• Indigenous language resources 
• Maps 

http://www.bit.ly/sd36weebly
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• Other links of interest 
• Understanding bias and privilege  
• Acknowledging Territories – District script 

First Peoples Community Links: 
• Community resources  
• Local First Nations websites 
• Indigenous organizations 

Field Trip Ideas: 
• Field trip ideas with Indigenous focus 
• District Cultural Facilitators – First Peoples Week in Residence 

More:  
• French resources 
• NOIIE (AESN) 
• Digital Resources (videos) 
• Bannock and Books 
• National Indigenous Peoples Day 
• Farm to Schools 
• Orange Shirt Day 
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First Peoples Principals of Learning 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://firstpeoplesprinciplesoflearning.wordpress.com
 

https://firstpeoplesprinciplesoflearning.wordpress.com/
https://firstpeoplesprinciplesoflearning.wordpress.com/
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Indigenous Ally Tool Kit 
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21 Things You May Not Know About the Indian Act 
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Characteristics of Aboriginal 
Worldviews and Perspectives 
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Connectedness and Relationship  

• Look for ways to relate learning to students’ selves, to their families and communities, 
and to the other aspects of Aboriginal Worldviews and Perspectives described in this 
document. 

Awareness of History 

• Ensure that any focus on the history of Canada and Canadians or on Canadian social 
studies include reference to the experience, situation, and actions/perspectives of 
Aboriginal peoples, in all periods studied (including and up to the present). 

• Avoid reliance on colonial-era secondary sources (i.e., 20th century and earlier texts and 
resources) for accounts or explanations of topics, events, trends involving Aboriginal 
peoples. Where possible, use contemporary sources created by or with the involvement 
of Aboriginal contributors. ¾ When referencing Aboriginal content, give learners a 
chance to work with locally developed resources (including local knowledge keepers) 
wherever possible.  

• Use accurate, specific historical facts and explanations to counter racist and 
stereotypical generalizations about Aboriginal peoples in Canada.  

• When correcting inaccurate half-truths and generalizations, focus the correction on the 
ideas, not on the students who may have been misled into believing and expressing 
them.  

Local Focus 

• Look for opportunities to incorporate place-based learning into your practice (a focus on 
local Aboriginal history, experience, stories, imagery, ecology).  

• When referencing Aboriginal content, give learners a chance to work with locally 
developed resources (including local knowledge keepers) wherever possible.  

• Look to the school’s Aboriginal support worker(s) and/or trusted local contacts for 
guidance and help accessing good local content. 

Engagement with the land, nature and the outdoors 

• Look for opportunities to get students interested and engaged with the natural world 
immediately available (place-based education in the area near your school). Illustrations 
using locally observable examples and phenomena, physical education activities, 
homework assignments, and student projects are examples of opportunities to promote 
this type of engagement.  

• Plan and organize to take instruction and learning outdoors where possible, organizing 
instructional planning to facilitate this. 

• Explore team leadership and the use of resources such as skilled Aboriginal community 
members and third-party outdoor education specialists to facilitate and help deal with 
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the challenges associated with leaving the confines of the school (e.g., the need for 
equipment, expertise in outdoor environments, risk management, transportation). 

Emphasis on Identity 

• Embrace learner-centred teaching practice.  
• Encourage student self-awareness grounded in knowledge of family origins, cultural 

background, place of origin, allegiance and affiliation, citizenship, and other identity 
“markers.” Student self-expression via writing, speaking, and representation is an 
opportunity to address and revisit this theme at various stages during their K-12 
schooling.  

• Acknowledge and celebrate the cultural identities of all students represented in your 
learning cohorts. 

Community Involvement: Process and Protocols 

• Make it a priority to connect with the local Aboriginal community.  
• Look to the school’s Aboriginal support worker(s) and/or trusted local contacts for 

guidance and help doing this.  
• With your Aboriginal students, take deliberate steps to help the family feel involved and 

respected. Value the family and the family will value the education system. Home visits 
can yield huge dividends.  

• Recognize and embrace the important role that you as educator can play in addressing 
the need for reconciliation and overcoming the legacy of colonialist/assimilationist 
schooling.  

• Expect criticism from time to time. Having your own network of knowledgeable and 
supportive community and professional contacts will give you somewhere to turn for 
advice. 

The Power of Story 

• Learn some of the traditional stories told within the local Aboriginal community. Then 
use them as a touchstone for your students when applicable “teachable moments” 
arise. 

• Give students opportunities to apply and demonstrate the skills associated with oral 
storytelling: memorize, internalize, and present (re-tell exactly). At higher grade levels, 
students benefit from opportunities to tell their own experiential stories and listen and 
respond to those of peers. 

• Metaphor, analogy, example, allusion, humour, surprise, formulaic phrasing, etc. are 
storytelling devices that can be applied when explaining almost any non-fiction concept. 
Make an effort to use devices of this sort in all subject areas and to draw upon stories of 
the local Aboriginal community. 
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Traditional Teaching 

• Recognize the traditional teachings of First Nations students. In particular, Aboriginal 
students who are disengaged may benefit from learning traditional teachings.  

• The involvement of Elders, either in school or via mentorship-type arrangements will 
likely be needed to pursue traditional teaching. Look to the school’s Aboriginal support 
worker(s), Aboriginal district principal, and/or trusted local contacts for guidance and 
help with this. 

Language and Culture 

• Expect use of the language to be part of any educational experiences with an Aboriginal 
aspect that involves outdoor trips or field studies in the local Aboriginal community.  

• Demonstrate respectful support for efforts within the local Aboriginal community to 
revitalize language and culture by  

o incorporating into your practice simple words and phrases for greetings, 
interactions, place references, etc.  

o visibly acknowledging the local First Nation’s culture through the use of images, 
artifacts such as a talking stick, or circle sharing sessions  

• Be alert and sympathetic to ways the school can be involved in language instruction 
programs (i.e., for the local Aboriginal language).  

• Base your actions and expectations on recognition of where the local community sits 
with respect to the current state of their language and culture 
revitalization/preservation efforts. Look to the school’s Aboriginal support worker(s) 
and/or trusted local contacts for guidance on this. 

• Embrace the need for inclusion of esteemed Aboriginal language speakers as essential 
and respected participants in language teaching and learning. 

Experiential Learning 

• Look for ways to incorporate hands-on learning experiences for students into your 
practice.  

• Embrace learner-centred practice and interact with students to ascertain their strengths 
and preferences when it comes to learning experiences.  

• Emphasize possible practical applications (e.g., “real-world”) when introducing abstract 
or theoretical concepts. 
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First Nations of British Columbia Map 
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Curriculum and Cultural Connections – Draft 
 

Teaching Nation Cultural Connections Curriculum Connections Resources 
First Peoples Principles of 
Learning 
 

BC – framework of 
understanding and beliefs 
among many Nations about 
learning and teaching 

Ways of being – philosophy 
or guidelines that connect 
ways of learning, teaching 
and being to the land, the 
culture and the history 
 
 
 
 
 

Embeds Indigenous ways of 
being and learning – not 
strategies or lessons for 
Indigenous knowledge 

FNESC 
 
wordpress 
 

Spirit Animals 
 
 

Eastern, Great Plains,  Sacred connections to land, 
ancestors and teachings – 
should not be confused with 
crests from North West 
Coast  

What are the characteristic 
of the animals that make 
them important to the place 
– habitat, survival, etc. – 
should not be referred to as 
a spirit animal  

Spirit Animals: the Wisdom 
of Nature 
 
Sometimes I feel like a fox 
 
Ojibwe Clans: animal totems 
and spirits 
 
 

Medicine Wheel 
 
 

Alberta & Eastern (Great 
Plains) 
 
Variations of the Medicine 
Wheel are used among many 
different First Nations and 
Metis organizations 

Each Nation has their own 
name – medicine wheel is a 
colonial term describing a 
physical stone circle. 
Currently describes the way 
in which some Indigenous 
people view and interpret 
the world – way of being, 
relationship to how all things 
are connected: 
East (yellow – mental), South 
(red – physical), West (black 
– emotional), North (white – 
spiritual) 
 

Can be used to explain 
interconnectedness of land, 
place, culture  - SEL,  

The Medicine Wheel: Stories 
of a Hoop Dancer 
 
Grandfather, what is a  
medicine wheel? 
 
All Creation Represented: A 
child’s guide to the medicine 
wheel 
 
Welcome to the Circle 
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Circle of Courage 
 

Based on the American 
Indian – Dakota/Lakota four 
directions 
 
General or adapted 
framework of four directions 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Representation of identity 
through four directions: 
mastery, generosity, 
independence and belonging 
– not specific to one Nation 
 
 
 
 

Supports the development 
of PPCI and SEL, can be used 
as a framework for looking 
at identity in curriculum  

Reclaiming Youth at Risk 
 
Dr. Martin Brokenleg 

Seven Sacred Teachings  Anishinabe Represents the seven 
teachings, sometimes called 
The Grandfather Teachings 
(should only refer to these as 
Sacred or Grandfather if you 
are Anishinabe). The 
teachings refer to the way in 
which to live a good life 
including culture, language, 
traditions, and customs. 
Respect – buffalo 
Love – Eagle 
Courage – Bear 
Honesty – Sabe (bigfoot) 
Wisdom – Beaver 
Humility – Wolf 
Truth – Turtle 
 

Support SEL and PPCI – can 
be connected to virtues – 
should be called The Seven 
Teachings if you are not 
Anishinabe  

The Sharing Circle  
 
The Seven Sacred Teachings 
of White Buffalo Calf 
Woman 
 
Grandmother, what are the 
seven teachings? 
 
Seven Teaching Stories 
 
Rabbit and Bear Paws: 
Sacred Seven Stories 
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4 R’s of Longhouse 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Northwest BC – Coastal Protocols of respect for 
learning and participating in 
the longhouse. 
 
Respect, 
Relationships, 
Responsibility, 
Reverence 
 

Supports community 
building and SEL in the 
classroom – inclusive  

Joanne Archibald – 
Storywork Frameworks 

Six Cedars 
 

Non-Indigenous Identifies animals from BC 
and their characteristics  but 
is not related to Indigenous 
teachings 
 

Teaches Core Competencies 
NOT Indigenous knowledge 

Six Cedars 

Aboriginal Worldviews and 
Perspectives – 
Characteristics 
 
 

BC – not specific Nation 
teaching – general 
understanding from multiple 
Nation participatory groups 

Identifies best practice for 
pedagogical advice on 
teaching and supporting 
success for Indigenous 
learners: 
 
Awareness of history; 
Local focus; 
Engagement with the land, 
nature & outdoors; 
Emphasis on identity; 
Community involvement - 
process and protocols; 
The power of story; 
Traditional teaching; 
Language and culture; 
Experiential learning 
 
 

Strategies that can be used 
to help plan the embedded 
practice of Indigenous 
perspectives in the 
curriculum  

Aboriginal Worldviews and 
Perspectives, Moving 
Forward (Ministry of 
Education) 
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Haida – Sk’ad’a (learn) 
 
 

Haida – Haida Gwaii  
 

Nine principles that “teach 
where learning emerges, 
how it occurs and what 
learning honours” Sara 
Davidson 
 
Learning emerges from strong 

relationships; 

Learning emerges from 

authentic experiences; 

Learning emerges from 

curiosity; 

Learning occurs through 

observation; 

 Learning occurs through 

contribution; 

Learning occurs through 

recognizing and encouraging 

strengths; 

Learning honours the power of 

the mind; 

Learning honours history and 

story; 

Learning honours aspects of 

Spirituality and protocol 

 

Way of embedding deeper 
understanding in the 
curriculum when deciding on 
resources and which 
strategies to use to support 
learning and assessment 

Potlatch as Pedagogy: 
Learning Through Ceremony 
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Visual and Performing Arts Protocols
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Resources and Websites 
 
First Peoples Teacher Weebly 
Www.bit.ly/sd36weebly 
  

Aboriginal Education Resource Catalogue 
Www.bit.ly/sd36ARC 
  

First Nations Education Steering Committee—Learning Resources (free teacher guides for 
download) 
Www.fnesc.ca 
  

First Peoples Principles of Learning 
Www.firstpeoplesprinciplesoflearning.wordpress.com 
  

Aboriginal Worldviews and Perspectives—Moving Forward (Ministry of Education & linked on 
weebly) 

  

Twitter: #sd36AbEd 

CBC Indigenous 

Delta School District Indigenous Education   

Mission School District Aboriginal Education  - https://swswlibrary.com/ 

Museum of Anthropology – resource guides and kits 

PPW—Martin Family Initiative  - https://www.themfi.ca/ 

First People’s Cultural Council 

First Voices—www.firstvoices.com 

 
Ministry of Education – Continuing Our Learning Journey  
https://curriculum.gov.bc.ca/curriculum/indigenous-education-resources 

 

https://curriculum.gov.bc.ca/curriculum/indigenous-education-resources
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